[On love in medicine].
The message of this essay is that love can be regarded as an essential feature of the practice of medicine. One of the doctor's tasks is to build a bridge between medicine as an "objective" science and the patient as a unique and vulnerable individual. In most medical encounters, the doctor-patient relationship needs not reach down to an existential level. The bridge between medicine and patient may then be minimalistic, based on general competence and respect. On other occasions the nature of the patient's problem requires a bridge able to withstand far stronger emotional forces in order to enable effective and health promoting communication. Building such a bridge is a unique challenge that requires the doctor to invest something of himself--which may be seen as an act of love. The doctor has to be open for whatever the patient has to say and willing to encounter the pain that is hidden deep in many patients' lives. The article includes a patient story (from psychiatry) that illustrates how helping a person reveal a traumatic story from the hidden past can be the first step on the path of recovery. Another aspect of practising medicine with love is not hurting the patient or violating his integrity. This even applies in settings where the doctor-patient relationship is supposedly "neutral". The article contains a second patient story (from maternity care) that illustrates how routine use of advanced medical technology may put the patient (here: her unborn child) in an unforeseen and stressful "risk" category upon which the patient has no possibility to act. The story illustrates the importance of the doctor taking on the responsibility of interpreting such diagnostic uncertainties in a language that the patient can handle intellectually and emotionally. The author suggests the concept of "the grandpa' factor" to describe a working tool in relation to such patients: The "medical grandfather" does not withhold information but deliberately ends his explanations by summing up his view of the situation with an optimistic "prophecy" for the future.